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Abstract—In global competition era, universities are demanded to improves their quality and reputation through internationally-standardized improvement of education and research called internationalization. The attempts to actualize university internationalization has not been widely responded by vocational education in Indonesia, such as by Solo Textile Academy, whereas its graduates should compete with overseas graduates from China, India, and South Korea, etc. This article discusses the development of strategic plan for supporting the internationalization of technical and vocational education and training. The research was conducted in Solo Textile Academy. The data were collected through documentation, focus group discussion and in-depth interview. The analysis technique employed is Miles and Huberman’s qualitative analysis. The result reveals that Solo Textile Academy was still not prepared for developing internationalization. The main problem is the limited number of lecturers with doctoral degree, poor English proficiency and insufficient fund. Moreover, its business-plan documents have not explicitly stated about internationalization. Accordingly, strategic plan for supporting the internationalization of technical and vocational education and training is required. The first step taken is the making of planning and developing team for the making of self-evaluation and SWOT analysis as the foundation to determine prominent and priority programs for supporting the internationalization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of global competition, universities are demanded to enhance their quality and reputation through standardized improvement of education and research by referring to the international standard. In universities, such acknowledgement process is called internationalization.

Internationalization of higher education is a systemic and sustainable effort in responding to global challenges through the integration of international and intercultural dimensions into services in the fields of Education and Teaching, Research, and Community Service [1-3]. Internationalization of higher education can decrease the differences of the quality of education services between developed and developing countries [4]. Universities/colleges become more competitive at the global level and receive recognition at the international level. This is known as World-Class University [1,4,5].

Indonesian government issued Law Number 12 Year 2012 concerning Higher Education [6]. One of the Articles (Article 50) discusses international cooperation.

Internationalization policy on higher education has been differently responded. Some universities responded the internationalization policy by participating intensively in international university ranking such as: QS Star, UI Green Metric, 4ICU, Webometric, AUR, etc. However, there were also universities giving no responses.

Based on the data of Global Competitiveness Index 2018, among the eight ASEAN Countries, Indonesia is ranked on the fifth level. It is left behind the four countries (i.e. Singapore, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand). Moreover, among the 119 countries, Indonesia is on the 77th rank [7].

The attempts to actualize universities/college internationalization was not intensively responded by vocational education institutions in Indonesia, such as Solo Textile Academy, whereas the academy graduates will compete with other graduates from other countries, such as China, India and South Korea.

Strategic plan is a comprehensive long term plan that is useful for guiding day-to-day organization’s decisions moving towards an organization’s goals having been set. Strategic plan is also useful for evaluating organization’s progress and changing approaches while moving forward [8-10].

Strategic plan is very important for the fundamental framework of all other plans that must be taken. Moreover, it enables the formulation of targets and plans to be achieved more easily. In addition, it will also become the guidance to all organization members to work towards similar direction and aid the manager in making decisions [8,11-13].
This article discusses the development of strategic plan for supporting internationalization of technical and vocational education and training, i.e. (1) the views of Textile Community Academy’s managers on the concepts and focus of internationalization; (2) internationalization policy contents of the strategic plan in Textile Community Academy; and (3) the constraints of the implementation of the internationalization in Textile Community Academy.

II. METHOD

The research was conducted at Technical and Vocational Education and Training in Solo, Indonesia, namely Textile Community Academy, considering that the academy is the mere vocational school established on the joint-cooperation among the Ministry of Industry, the local government, and industries. The data collecting technique was in-depth interview with the college community comprising of director, lecturers, students, and administration employees. The data analyzing technique was qualitative analysis based on Miles and Huberman’s model. The aspects analyzed are: (1) the views of the manager on the concepts and focus of internationalization; (2) the internationalization policy contents of the strategic plan; and (3) the constraints of the implementation of internationalization.

III. RESULTS

A. History of Textile Community Academy

Textile Community Academy was established in response to the need of middle employees not operators but also not managers based on the cooperation among the Ministry of Industry, the local government and industries.

Textile Community Academy was built on the land belonging to Surakarta City Government and it was built by the Ministry of Industry. Seen from its concept, the vision of Textile Community Academy is more likely directed to the fulfillment of industries’ human resources (Source: Interview with the teaching staff, September 8, 2018).

Textile Community Academy has employees with various ranks of employees groups, namely 5 people of grade IV and 24 people of grade III. In addition, seen from their educational background they can be classified into master degree (12 people), undergraduate degree (17 people), undergraduate vocational degree (D-4) (12 people), diploma degree (D-3) (1 person) and senior high school (8 people).

B. Views of Textile Community Academy’s Managers on the Concepts and Focus of Internationalization

Strategic plan on internationalization is necessarily commenced with the presence of understanding of the universities/colleges about internationalization. This will be able to drive the institution to designing and then implementing the strategic plan.

Based on the organization structure, the director is responsible for chairing the implementation of education, research, and public service, building and developing the

teaching staffs, students, and administration employees of Solo Textile Community Academy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Lecturers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept of internationalization</td>
<td>Internationalization means: Globalization</td>
<td>Internationalization means: Opening international class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma has insight both locally and internationally</td>
<td>Students have the ability on international languages in line with the development of science and technology</td>
<td>Opening and accepting everyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The academy can apply industry 4.0 in the future</td>
<td>The learning process must advance to the level of current technology</td>
<td>Facilitating the instructor for going to the international conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>The practice of dual system (campus and industry) is troublesome</td>
<td>Internationalization Recognition by international institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When to start</td>
<td>Already starting internationalization</td>
<td>Accreditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing to send three lecturers to China related to weaving technology in accordance with developments abroad</td>
<td>Needing to improve the internal system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the director, internationalization of higher education takes place globally. Textile Community Academy adopted German educational system by implementing dual system, namely 50% theories and 50% practices in industries. The academic institution has cooperated with industries in...
China for producing weaving machines for over one year (Result of interview, September 6, 2018). Furthermore, he stated that the academy focuses on textile. It is still in the process of learning but it should be one level higher than that of in the present industries. Thus it may not be like vocational school, of which its machine is left behind the industries and obsolete. In short, the graduates will not be useless.

The statement is reinforced by one of the teaching staffs that the approach can be done by opening international class with local or overseas participants and teaching staff. University/college internationalization must cohere international quality assurance. Furthermore, it must be supported with fund for conducting international seminars.

Furthermore, another teaching staff said that to support internationalization it is necessary to develop internal system. The academy was established not long ago, having just one class of alumni, possessing merely two-year experience by assigning dual-system educational and block systems.

C. Internationalization Policy Contents of Strategic Plan in Textile Community Academy

The vision of Textile Community Academy is becoming higher vocational educational college having global competitiveness.

According to the director, global competitiveness means that: (1) the knowledge gained by the students is able to compete both in domestic and overseas levels; (2) the graduates are not inferior in global competitiveness; (3) the college has “a creative, innovative, competent, ready-to-work” slogans. Ready to work means the graduates can operate sophisticated machines and (4) Textile Community Academy should be able to build international cooperation as it has been mentioned in the Regulation of the Minister of Industry Number 74/M-IND/PER/9/2015 concerning the Organization and Work Procedures of the Academy of Industrial Communities, Surakarta [14] (In-depth interview with the director on September 6, 2018).

The director’s statement was not approved by one of the teaching staffs who asserted that the vision and mission of Textile Community Academy is too high. Although the vision has global competitiveness, the goal tends to be directed to fulfilling the local industries (although it was expected to fulfill international industries). Innovation is not easy for diploma level due to the demand in the Indonesian National Curriculum Framework (KKNI).

Based on the focus group discussion it was known that the development of Textile Community Academy is directed to the technological development of yarn, fabric, and garment making. It is expected to the future that Textile Community Academy can develop technique of design-making based on the demand of foreign apparel markets.

The internationalization development plan is in line with the legal law of internationalization of Textile Community Academy, namely the Regulation of the Minister of Industry Number 74/M-IND/PER/9/2015 about organization and working procedure of Surakarta Community Academy of Industry, Textile and Textile Products. It is explicitly stated in the regulation about cooperation both domestic and overseas. However, there is just legal cooperation with China, whereas that of with other countries such as Germany, Canada and Holland is still being explored.

D. Wish of the Internationalization of Textile Community Academy

Based on the interview with the director, it was known that Textile Community Academy wanted to have internationalization. He said that Textile Community Academy was heading to internationalization. The academy constitutes the Role Model of industrial vocational education from the Ministry of Industry. Many universities visited Textile Community Academy for having comparative studies since its all graduates (100%) are employed in industries.

This is because the education applied at Textile Community Academy is suited to the demand of industries. According to the director all of the academy’s graduates have been distributed to industries. There is no jobless graduate since it produces graduates based upon the demand. Opening or closing a study program is possible at Textile Community Academy, due to the changing need and demand from the industries.

The success of all graduates to be accepted at the industries is because the number of the students accepted at Textile Community Academy is similar to that of demanded by the market need. According to the regulation the academy is not allowed to produce jobless alumni. Therefore, the basis of the students’ recruitment refers to the industries that have already had MoU. Every industry requiring the graduates of Textile Community Academy must have MoU first with the institution.

In relation to the possibility if the alumni are not absorbed, according to the director it will not happen. All have been considered since the beginning of the new students’ recruitment in accordance with the market demand. Every semester the students have working practice in accordance with the industries’ needs. The industries refer to German model. Thus, the students will have known how to adapt to the new environment, how the industrial culture is, being familiar with industrial machineries, and how the depiction of their will-be workplace is.

The attempts of Textile Community Academy to prevent their graduates from being jobless is in line with the statement of the Director General of Science & Technology of the Ministry of Research and Technology of Higher Education stating that the target of the government by the end of 2019, graduates of polytechnic may not be jobless.

Seen from the level of their work, the graduates of Textile Community Academy is equal to supervisor. Nevertheless, they must also become operators, so that when they hold position as the heads of companies they know how to operate the machines. The industrial practices done by the students have been weekly well-scheduled and after they finish having practices they must write reports and competence examination. Fifty percent of the teaching staffs are from industries. They are provided with office, teaching credits, and they provide assistance to the students at the industries until the students are
capable of doing their jobs well. All were paid up to hundreds of million rupiahs.

Although the director has objective to have internationalization, there are a number of teaching staffs who don’t want to have it. They claimed that they just wanted to become an ordinary lecturer. To support internationalization, the system is still not ready. Therefore, internationalization requires several criteria, such as adequate education, quality assurance through certification and participation in international conferences. The limited number of reputable international journals for applied sciences is considered a challenge in having internationalization.

E. Obstacles of Internationalization

Textile Community Academy was encountered to an obstacle for having internationalization. D-2 program is hindered by the access towards the equal level of overseas studies, whereas D-3 and D-4 graduates can still continue their study abroad. Until today none of the graduates has been able to study overseas; they just had internship abroad.

Based as the focus group discussion, the constraints of the implementation of internationalization in Textile Community Academy are:

- Inadequate knowledge of the manager and lecturers about internationalization.
- Limited number of lecturers having doctoral degree.
- Poor English proficiency.
- Insufficient fund for having international activities.

Observe strategic business-plan document, which does not explicitly state internationalization plan.

IV. DISCUSSION

Universities internationalization constitutes the mandate of the Act Number 12 Year 2012 about Higher Education in which one of the Articles (Article 50) discusses about international cooperation. In Article 50 paragraph (1) it is mentioned that international cooperation in Higher Education is an interaction process in the integration of the international dimension into academic activities, without losing Indonesian values. Paragraph (2) states International cooperation must be based on the principle of equality, and mutual respect by promoting science, technology and the principles of humanity that benefit human life. Paragraph (3) asserts that international cooperation covers the fields of education, research and community development. Furthermore, it is stated that international cooperation in the development of higher education can be done through: (1) the relationship between higher education institutions in Indonesia and other state educational institutions in quality education activities (2) development of an Indonesian study center and local culture at higher education domestically and abroad and (3) the establishment of an independent scientific community.

By referring to the regulation, every university/college (including Textile Community Academy) should prepare itself for internationalization. University organization needs to apply good university governance through the application of the basic principles of the concept of “good governance” in the system and the process of governance at higher education [15]. Strategic planning is a process in which organizational leaders determine their vision for the future as well as identify their goals and objectives for the organization. The process also includes establishing the sequence in which those goals should fall, so that the organization is enabled to reach its vision.

The importance of stating the vision and mission of organization is explicitly stated by Taiwo et al. [16]. According to them vision and mission is considered critical elements of an organization used as a guidance in determining the goal of an organization. In the internationalization context of universities/colleges, universities are responsible for formulating and discussing the goal of organization, curriculum, and determining the role of the students, administration employees, teaching staffs and the executives of universities/colleges in the internationalization [17]. There are two ways for an organization to achieve its strategic goal, namely doing projects right and doing the right projects [18].

Since not all academicians own overseas experiences, the organization should endorse them to have cross-cultural understanding and respect the cultural diversities as an integrated dimension in developing the curriculum, teaching and learning and all social activities and other organizations from educational programs [3]. Moreover, the organization is required to improve the teaching staff performance, develop organization culture, and increase the commitment indicator and policy-target clarity indicator in the management of universities/colleges [19]. In performing the activities, the concept of discussion (deliberation) becomes the foundation of the internal relation of universities [20].

Besides the improvement of the internal organization, internationalization requires the establishment of networks and consortiums to allow partners to work together closely and expanding intercultural understanding at the same time. Networking, which has emerged as a major means of action, should be based on sharing, solidarity and equality among partners. Priority should be given to training programs in the developing countries, in centers of excellence forming regional and international networks, with short periods of specialized and intensive study abroad [4].

Internationalization has impacted higher education primarily in two ways namely the higher education sector, and secondly, it has driven institutions to devise policy prescriptions at the organizational level [1].

In sum, universities/colleges must put internationalization programs in their strategic plan as the foundation of each member of college community in conducting academic activities, so that the collective goal of the organization can be achieved. Accordingly, the chairmen of universities/colleges must understand the internationalization concept and obtain supports from all the academicians. Moreover, the capacity of human resources must be increased, at least to doctoral degree, their English proficiency must also be improved and universities/colleges must provide sufficient fund to have international activities.
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

A. Conclusion

Although Textile Community Academy is the Role Model of "Industrial Vocational Education" from the Ministry of Industry, it has not been well-prepared for developing internationalization. It only focused on how its graduate are absorbed in the labour market as required by the Ministry of Industry.

Although the vision of Textile Community Academy is becoming higher education vocational college which has global competitiveness, it has not been well implemented.

Textile Community Academy faced many constraints in implementing internationalization.

B. Recommendation

- Strategic plan for supporting internationalization of technical and vocational education and training is required.
- The most important step to be taken is forming the team of planning and developing for the making of self-evaluation and SWOT analysis as the basis to determine prominent and priority programs in supporting the internationalization.
- It is supposed to be followed with driving all of the academic communities to be more concerned with internationalization.
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